


The Ultimate Trading Edge:
How To Win A Target 75% Of Your Trades By Pinpointing The Exact

Second Before A “Market Reversal” Occurs

Imagine being able to quickly spot the moment a stock is about to change
direction:

✅  How much would that information be worth to you?

✅  Thousands? Hundreds of thousands?

✅   Perhaps even a million dollars to the right person?

 Well, that information is freely available for traders that know where to look.

And in the rest of this report, I’m going to explain why…

The Secret To Trading Success Lies In An Obscure
Trading Concept Called “Market Reversals”

Unfortunately…

Most traders have never heard of “market reversals” because they get too
caught up in learning about complex indicators.

Things like Bollinger Bands, RSIs, MACDs and other indicators that complicate
and confuse the average retail trader.

It’s no wonder why many day traders “suffer severe financial losses in their
first months of trading, and many never graduate to profit-making status."
(SEC)

https://www.sec.gov/reportspubs/investor-publications/investorpubsdaytipshtm.html


Put differently, It’s the often referred to quote that “90% of new traders lose
90% in the first 90 days

Why is this the case?

Because they were never taught the real rules of the game and how the “real
profits” are made by the most experienced traders.

Now, once I show you “Market Reversals” in action, you won’t be able to unsee
it and…

You definitely won’t want to trade your hard earned money without this
knowledge.

Before I dive in and tell you exactly what a “Market Reversal” is (and how to
spot them before they occur), it’s imperative that you understand why they
exist and…

How Large Financial Institutions Use “Market Reversals”
To Prey on the Retail Traders

QUESTION:

How do you think Hedge fund managers, trading floors and the rest of
the “smart money” crowd make their profits?

Do you think these big boys make their money by investing for the long-term?

THE ANSWER:

Not really…



Most of their profits actually come from short-term intraday trades (aka day
trading.)

How “Smart Money” Trading Floors Make $$$
Here’s a little insider tip that you must understand….

Most trading floors of the big banks (think JPMorgan or Bank of America) have
a certain profit target they need their trading floor to hit EACH DAY.

Whether it’s a $10 million/day daily quota or $30 million/day…

They all use the “same old tricks” to pick the pockets of amatuer investors and
hit their targets.

See…

We are all creatures of habit and the professional traders figured out a long
time ago that the retail traders fall for the same “head fakes” over and over
again.

That’s why setting up “Market Reversals” has been the bread-and-butter
strategy of the smart money traders FOR YEARS…

It works day in and day out for them to hit their profit targets and…

It will keep working for them for years to come simply because of the amount
of uneducated traders that come and go each year.

As long as there is a revolving audience of retail traders with fresh pockets to
pick from… professional traders will keep using “Market Reversals” to hit their
profit targets.
Now you know how the “Smart Money” use market reversal to make their



profits but....

So...What Actually Are Market Reversals?
As you might know, stocks change direction every single day - sometimes as much
as 4 or 5 times a day.

Professional traders, hedge funds, institutional investors and large trading floors (aka
the “Smart Money”) essentially manipulate these direction changes with their
massive army of traders and algorithms to ENTICE unknowing retail traders to get
into trades…

Then they use a variety of “Head Fakes” to scare off amateurs and, in turn, secure a
better price for their “Real Moves.”

This series of manipulated head fakes are what I call a “Market Reversal” and…

I’ll show you what one of them actually looks like, on a chart, in one minute.

The key point you understand is this...

If you learn to identify and exploit the trends that these experts create... you
can get the same returns without any confusing charts or spreadsheets

All you have to do is be like a pilot fish on a whale’s back

“Jump on right before the pros change the price direction, and get off before they
can hurt you.”

How Can The Retail Traders (Like You And Me) Profit
From Market Reversals

Remember earlier I said that 90% of new traders lose 90% in the first 90 days?



Well, this is why - the trader that is uneducated on how to spot market
reversals is in the same boat as everyone else trying to “outsmart” the market.

It’s just like the line used here in Las Vegas - billion dollar casinos don’t get
built losing money to gamblers - quite the opposite.

Being able to see the “head fakes” is what virtually every trader dreams about
because when you do, your odds of succeeding skyrocket if you follow the
right strategy…

And rather than trying something different, it makes more sense to find a way
of spotting the big traders’ moves, then jump on them.

Essentially turning your trading business into a game of “follow the leader”,
except in this case, you’re following the professionals  and riding their
coattails into profit.

After all...

Why reinvent the wheel when you can jump onto something we know
the big-boys are already doing?

And it means it should be much simpler to learn than any other trading
system out there, right?

Because my students and I only focus on market reversals and there are only
a handful of them, it means there’s only a handful of rules to follow - make
sense?

You know, it’s easier to show rather than explain…so in the next section I am
going to show you a real life example of these “market reversals”...

Beginning with….



“The Infamous ‘h’ Pattern”
The “h” pattern is a perfect example of this market manipulation.

The “h” is where the price falls a little and then goes back up a little bit. Then it
turns and comes back down, only then to take off again.

This pattern is repeated by stocks every single day. And it’s in the brief
moment that you can get on board before the price takes off to make your
profits.

Here is an example of an “h pattern” without any graphical overlays

To the untrained eye this
might look like a very
common movement that
happens multiple times per
day in most stocks.

Yet…

Once you understand what
I’m about to show you next,
you’ll quickly see how this is a
picture perfect example of
market manipulation used by
the “smart money” to pick the
pockets of retail traders.



Let’s break it down:

Step One

Try and understand
what the smart money
is doing.  They're
dropping the price here.



Step Two

After creating the
false valley, the big
boys drop a “head
fake.”

They then drive the
price back up,
enticing the
amateurs to jump
on the bandwagon.



Step Three

It starts to fall.
Again, everybody
gets nervous, runs
for the exit and
starts selling.

What are they
doing?

They're ensuring
that they're going
to get a better
price down here, as
opposed to up here
once the price has
made any reversal.
.



Step Four

Once they secured
the better entry price,
they send the stock
skyrocketing

The “h” pattern is
repeated by stocks
every single day.

And it’s in this brief
moment down here
that if you can “follow
the leader” and get
on board before the
price takes off - you
can make your
profits.

Recap:

As you can see, this ‘h’ pattern is a perfect example of the market
manipulation and head fakes the professional traders use to trick amatuer
investors and secure more profits from themselves.

They’ve been doing this for many, many years and will continue to do so.



Believe it or not, this is just one of the five “market reversal” patterns I teach
my students to spot qualified trades and…

Once you understand and see what they look like, you won't be able to unsee
this rampant manipulation.

However…

Just Knowing “The Patterns” Is Not Enough
Though spotting Market Reversals are your fast track to trading stock options
profitably because…

If you know the precise second a stock is about to change direction, that
timing can easily be worth $500, $600, $700 or even up to $1,000 or more to
you per trade.

This all comes with a word of caution.

You won't be able to predict and qualify market reversals (at least to 75%
degree of accuracy I typically get) just by spotting the pattern alone.

See spotting “the pattern” of a market reversal is only one step used to qualify
a high probability market reversal. There are two other basic steps needed to
qualify a “Triple Sync Logic” trade.

It’s important I reiterate this point, I am not encouraging you to just look for
these patterns and get into trades all willy nilly. That is a recipe for disaster
(and for many angry emails).



There are other tools needed in order to build up a “preponderance of
evidence” for a qualified market reversal and predict when the price is about
to change.

  Those tools are: The proper indicators.

Here’s the good news…

There Is Now A Way To Master Market Reversals, Without
The Di�culty.

This is because all the technical analysis that used to be required is now
available to you through our proprietary “Triple Sync Logic” technology
including….

My proprietary indicators: The TSL1, TSL2, and “Turn Bar Dots”

Armed with those indicators and the knowledge of common market reversal
patterns, I can take any trader (experienced or not) to profitability in weeks
(not years).

Better yet, you will never have to learn or trade any other (overly)complicated
strategy again.

Why?

Because this strategy has worked for almost 25 years and will continue to
work for years to come.



You Now Have A Choice…
I applaud you for reaching the end of this report.

You now have more knowledge than 99% of all traders on the inner workings
of market reversals…

However…

That this knowledge is useless unless you know how to properly act upon it.

Among other things, you also need to know:

● How To Qualify High Probability Market Reversals (before you place a
dime in the market)

● The Exact Moment To Enter A Trade
● The 4 Stocks To Trade
● How To Manage A Market Reversal Trade
● How To Exit Trades For Profit

If I was to share all this information with you in this report it would be over 200
pages (plus it's much better to teach you with visual examples)

That’s why I want to invite you to watch my free case study:

[CLICK HERE TO WATCH CASE STUDY]
As a non professional trader, trying to make your fortune from your own
home, the one thing that you absolutely must have is a simple, dependable
approach to riding the coattails of the pros.

https://go.triplesynclogic.com/free-training


That’s exactly what I set out to achieve myself as a trader, and by word of
mouth, my methods and software turned into a business so that others could
achieve the same results

K


